Remington receives Teaching Excellence Award

Clinical Associate Professor of Pharmacy, Tami Remington, a 1991 graduate of the U-M College of Pharmacy and a College faculty member since 2001, was the College's 2009 Teaching Excellence Award recipient.

The Award recognizes exceptional teaching in the College's professional and graduate programs. Selection criteria include: clear and logical presentation of material, fair and appropriate evaluations of student performance, ability to motivate students, responsiveness to the student's needs, and innovation in teaching methods or content.

In nominating Remington for the Award, students cited her as an exceptional role model and mentor. "Her contributions go beyond the classroom," explained one PharmD student. "It is clear that she sincerely cares about our success, as individuals, as well as professionals." Another student remarked that: "It is always very clear that Dr. Remington puts time and effort into her teaching preparation." A third student praised Remington's ability to get an entire class engaged in discussion. "I've learned and retained a lot of information from the classes she has taught," the student said.
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